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Faculty takes poll concerning Football program
Univetsity Senate votes second
Majority of faculty azainst possible prozram
time against student vote
By William C. Holmes

Some senators argue second vote was improper
By -William C. Holmes
uc Editor-io-Cbie(
The University Senate on Thursday, November 10 voted a second
time ag':li.nst the resolution to allow
the Stucbnt Senate president a votingprivh!geontheExecutiveBoard.
The final vote was 29- ~enators for
and 7 against. Thirty-three votes for
the resolution were required forratification.
Five !.tudent reprei.entatives
were absent from the meeting. The
measure would have passed if four:
of the five absent students voted for

. the measure. At the first vote three
student representative were absent
along with 16 other senators at the
SenatemeetingheldonOctober 13.
The Student Senate has been
steadily trying to get the·University
Senate to allow the president of the
Student Senate a vote on the Executive Board. Currently the Student
Senate,president only .serves as an
ex officio member without voting
privileges. Other ex officio memhers of the Executive Board include
the US Chair(SSUPresident), Shawnee Education Association (SEA)
President, the highest ranking official of the Communication Worker
of America (CWA), the chair of
each of the seven standing committees, University Faculty Assembly
(UFA) president, a11d University
AdministrativeSenate(UAS)president.
Student Senate President Polly
Workman was disappointed with the
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UC Editor-in-Chief
Members of the University faculty
Anita Gilmer, Dr.F.dward C. Miner, and
Dr. Robert Foney conducted a survey of
the foculty concerning the possibility of
SSU creating a football team. The members of the faculty were asked "Are you
in favor of establishing a football programatShawneeStatein the foreseeable
future?"
The faculty that were polled were
overwhelmingly opposed to the estab-

lishment of a football program at the hon FootbaII Feasibility Committee is
l}nivasity. The results were 58 op- chairedbyDr.RobertALawson,Assisposed, 18.in favor, and 8 unconcerned. tant ProfessorofEconomics.
Supporters of the program argue ·
Anadditional8individualsofferedcomments, but did not respond formally on that a football program would raise at-.
the survey as whether opposed or in tendance. If only by players, SSU could
favor. At a later date the individual
standtogainapproximately60-100sturesponseswillbereleasedbythefaculty dents. This would increase the State
fundingbasedooenrollmenttotheUniwithout names attached.
Shawnee State is currently looking - versity. Furthennore, SSU would gain
at the feasibility of creating an intercol- more public recognition.
•
legiatefootballprogram.TheBlueRibContinued on page 2

student turnout. She stated, "I feel
that in the last vote many blamed
apathy within the whole Universit.>
Senate, but with the 5 voting students absent it seems now. as if this
could be another _case of student
apathy. Perhaps if those students
couldhavebeentheremaybeitwould
have went the other way ."
The resolutions were brought
back before the Senate by the Chair
Dr. Clive C. Veri. The Executive
Committeedecidedtobringthereso15 d
d h H
lutions back before Senate due to
November
es;lareo
n
By Tiffany .J. Vincent
confusions on the last vote, accord, uc Entertainment Editor
ing to US Parliamentarian Suzanne
On November 15, actor John
Shelpman. Shelpman stated " ...this
Heard visited SSU. Heard, best
was a re-vote of the same amend- knowforhisroleintheHomeAlone
men ts due to a possible confusion
films spoke to an audience of about
over the last ballot format where
200 students. Heard spoke on actsome Senators marked both the com- ing and specifically about his starposite vote and individual amend- ring role in the 1981 fibnCutter's
' ment votes. " Several senators
Way.
marked conflicting votes on their
The evening began with a speballots.
cial screeningofCutter's Way, and
When the resolution was brought proceeded with an introduction by
to the floor some senators felt, since Dr. Jerry Holt. Mayor Gerlach deitwasdefeatedatthelastmeeting,it . clared November 15 John Heard
was improper to bring it before the day and presented Heard with a
key to the city.
Senate once more. Senator Gary
Gemmer, Associate Professor of
Heard was very well versed in
Physical Scienc_e, stated ~hat this not only the acting part of fihn but
could be a dangerous precedent set with the entire industry in general.
.JOhn
Continued on page 2
Continued on ~•ge "2
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ssu hosts,tChinese
artist for International Awareness Week

,--_:..:..:.:....:..:.=.::..::..::::......:::.=_.:::.:::..::.:::....::._

By Tiffany Kneisly{ .
UC C2py-Editor
.
During the week of November 7, Shawnee State
Universitypaidbil'Jutetoits7ihlnternationa1Aware~ .
ness Week. Hfgb}igbting the events of the week was . ·
the guest appearlnce ofXinle Ma and the exhibition
of his an work. An internationally renowned painter
and calligrapher, Ma came to us from the Xiar..
Academy of Finf Arts located in Xian, f'ecr,:e' !;
kepublic of China.
On Tuesday, November 8 there was a reception
Continued on page 2

-

Chinese family experiences
tragic loss of six year old.son

As a sad footnote, following their v1it to SSU,
Matthew Ma, the six year old son of Xian Ma and Pang
Qun passed away on Sunday, November 13. Amemorial
fund has been established by the friepds ofXinle~a and
;)ang Qun in order to help defray Matthew's i'nedical,
funeral, and related expenses. ·
lfyouwishtocontributetothisfundpleasesendyour Ma.yor of Portsmouth Franklin T. Gerlach (right) presents Xinle Ma (left)
. contribution to:
with a prodaimation declaring the week of November 7 International
MattbewMaMemorialFund,r/oMidAmerican Awareness Week.. Dr. Hagop S. :fambookian, Professor of Psychology
Bank,222S.MainStnieJ,BowlingGfte8t0h.43402. ~organized SSU's 7th Annual lnte~ational Wee~ celebration.

The Univer ity Chronicle
International Week from page I

opening the exhibition of the paint- petition of Ink and Wash Paintings phy Competition, and awards/prizes
ings of Ma which wen· <'n exhibit in in 1989, a First Prize at the China won at the Northwest China Fine
the campus Library through Thurs- Nationwide Painting and Calligra- Arts Exhibition ( 1993), Shaanxi Proday, November IO.
.----------------------------,
On Thursday, November l 0, the
artist gave two lectures/demonstrations in the Libraries Flohr Lecture
Hall. His 12:00 lecture/demonstration was entitled ''Traditional Chinese painting and Calligraphy." This
was followed later that,.vening by a
lecture/demonstration on "Traditional and Contemporary Chinese
Painting."
.
Other events attended by Xii- le
Ma, as well as his wife Dang Qun,
included a faculty roundtable which
discuc.·;ed the topics c:if "Chinese
Paintings" and "Ancient Treasures
of Xian," and an appearance at the
Portsmouth Kiwanis Club, and a lecture on the "Ancient Treasures and
Tourism· of Xian, PRC" by Dang
Qun.
Notable achievements in Ma's
career include: the winning of the
Grand Prize at the First Asian ComC Community~

University Senate from page I
by the Senate. He felt that endless
vote'. ~ould take on the pretense of
confusion.
It was discussed by the Senate
whether they should vo~on the resolutions. The Senate passed the measure that allowed the vote on the
• series ofresolutions.
According to Shelpman, it is
doubtful that a third vote will come
before the Senate. This would need

News
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a petition signed by 20% o{the Sena- would have given a more universal
tors to brirg it ·.~n the floor of the voice to the studem body. Further, I
believe the stuSenate once again.
Shelpman stated concerning the dents made evvote, ''This is a sad day for students. I ery effort to
believe that active (voting) participa- compromise by
tion ingovemanceisanexcellentleam- giving up a vote
ing experience for students and em- in favor of their
powers them io be an integral part of President. What
policy making. Allowing the Student · more could; tie
Senate President a vote on the US asked'!'

vincial Fine Arts and Calligraphy
Exhibition (1992), and the Xian
Flowers and Birds Painting Exhibition (1990).
His other accomplishments include worldwide exhibitions of his
work in such countries as_China,
Japan, South Korea, Canada, Hong

Kong, Singapore, Ukraine, Russia,
and the United States. These exhibitions have often been accompanied
by various lectures, workshops and
seminars on the subjects of ''Traditional Chinese Painting" and "Contemporary Chinese Painting."

The ata Proces ing Management
Association and t.b.e College of Bus· ness Alumni are coordinating the e
tablishment of a scholarship in
memory of Gerry Ba.rry, Faculty member of Shawnee State University.

To make a donation contact:
College of Business
3'55-221S

Jl'or more information contac~:
Robbie Burke 355-.23S5
Jackie Evans 354-5000 (7235)

Are you seeing s-tars?

Vote o n Football from page I

However, opponents feel that in
reality the University will support the
program on the backs of tax payers
and students. Miner told The
Chwrucle, that academic funding, in
his opinion. would have to be used to
support the program.

Forrey commented that he had
problems with the composition and
formation of thecommittee. He stated,
'1 do not object to football per se. I
object to the unconsititutional way in
which the committee was fonned. 'The
size and composition of committee

suggests that it
was more of a
campaign committee, to promote football,
than a fcasibility committee."

He gave the audience many stories
about actc-rs and actresses he had
w Jrk~d with and delighted the aud'.ence with a Penny Marshall
(I av~rne and Shirley) imitation

that would make Rich Little jealous. Also, as a gesture of generosity, Heard declined part of his
speaking fee citing that it was "too
much". thi:-s is the third actor/di-

rector that has
appeared as
part of Holt's·
ENG
299
class.

Heard from page . I

·S pecial Course Offering for WINTi
95
Speh 299 (4 hrs) Topics In Communication

for the Profe~slons

Provide st dent with spec fh:
iU applJcable to buslne s
and professional environment •
The co u rse will include .later iewlng techniques~ 11s wel as
other lnterper onal communl aUon modes: dre gestural
habits, cultural distance and oth r con Ider tlon -ot nonverbal communic tion.
I nvaluable to an one eeking emplqyment or wt hlng to
ret ain or enhance their siituation in bu ne~ and the profe11 Ions. TUES-THUR 4-6pm
Inst ructor: l.lr. .John Galyean~ Ph.D. ,or more lnfo caU Dr.
Galyean at (6 4) 3S - 507

II no-t, maybe you should.

We e,an help.
<OT ARO - OT.u de n-t Adv i s inq and Relerral Oervie.e

Hender on's View
.
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Foolishness Continued ...... in Five Parts

1. A Non-lleview
I had an interesting piece of mail
the other day. The Institute for EconomicDcmocracy needs my help (and
whodoesn't?). They have anew book
they desperately want to promote and
J.W. Smith needs me to help him get
the word out. 11te book is called The
World's Wasted Wealth 2: Save Our
Wealth, Save Our Environment.
Smith's goal for the book: to ''force a
change in policies of governments." I
would ,gi1...ss that this is the same goal
as that of"Wasted "\Jiealth 1."
J.W. Smith, incidentally, is the
author of the book and L<- has thoughtfully,provideda 'pressrelease' in which
he refers to himselfin the third person.
Like so: "J.W. Smith's new book will
shake the foundation of the World
Bank and some countries. Towards
this goal..."
So his goal is to shake up the
World Bank and some countries?
Sounds like a plan to me.
Anyway,Dr-. Smiths.iys: " ...this is
a great opportunity, time is short and I
have no idea how to handle press
releases. If you have such expertise,
could you please prepare and place
press releases for mer'
I think I can Mite a few press
releases and I can tty to place them.
But,couldyouanswerafewquestions
first, Mr. Smith?
Why is time short? After all, the
World Bank can get shaken up next
month or next year just as easily as
today. It's not like they're going to
read this book and change their entire
money-management philosophy. But
even if they did, it would ,probably
take several years for a change in
philosophy to translate into action.
And about this great opportunity
thing...a great opportunity for who? I
can't see any profit accruing to myself
from writing and placing press releases forno pay. And I'm unlikely to
become well-known for it since press
releases are, by their very nature, somewhat anonymous.
He says he has no idea how to
"handle" press releases, but he gives
fairly detailed instructions on how I
should do so. I suspc.ct that what he
means is that he doesn't have the expertise to write press releases. But if a
person can't write a simple press release, why would anyone buy an entire
book by the same pers-:>n?
Smith is telling the truth ifhe says
he can't write press releases. One sentence reads: "With adQctorate in enviroitmentaVpolitical economics, Smith
presents a plan for sustainable living
the world over without a loss in developed world living staac!ards." I can
probably find six questionable things
in that statement and that•s one of the
better sentences in the press release!
Others are just hopeless, certainly not
good enough to be printed in the aver-

age university newspaper. One sentence reads: "Currently in use in university classrooms, including by highprofile nationally-known professor."
Note the lack of a plural on ' professor.• And if this professor is already
'high-profile,' would he really mind if
you used his name?
Still, I will probably write a press
release and tty to place it with some
news services. After all the carping
I've been
doing, tha~
may seem
like an il1o g i cal
move, but
look at it
this way.
Ju st
because
the guy
can't write
doesn't
mean he
hasn't
come up
with some
unique insights.Besides,maybehewritesbooks
a lot better than he writes press releases. Not every good writer is good
at writing everything. (Look at the
number of years I've been writing for
a newspaper without ever learning
how to write sports stories.) The data
and logic of the book may be excellent. ltcan'thurtsimplytomakepeople
aware.of the existence of the book.
Besides, I'm fascinated with the
stated purpose of the Institute for Economic Democracy. They state that it
takes $1 .80 per pound to send old
books to the Third World. The Institute wants to send the manuscripts
over and let the printers print them
without any of this silly royalty or
copyright business. 11te Institute will
publish "quality manuscripts by peopfe
like yourself."
Gee, thanks.
Anyway, I can't really review the
book, as I haven't read it. So this has
been a review of the press release and
the letter that accompanied it. That's
probably a little unfair, so let me see if
I can't pique your interest in the book
by givingyousomeactualquotesfmm
the press release that was sent to me.
••"Unless it is fully just, a society,
dares not tell itself the truth. People
are taught to be good. If told the truth
things would quickly changeandmuch
current unearned income would be
ietained by those who produced, and
rightfully own, that wealth. The powerful are not just an elite at the top, it
reaches well down into middle
America and m~t ofus unknowingly
· exercise such power at one time or
another."
**"Monopolization of the tools of
productionandcontroloftradebegan

over 800 years ago and functions today just as designed a millennium
ago."
**'The formula for siphoning the
world's wealth to a center of capital
through that control of trade."
••"1beCrusadesarenotover.11te
1,300-year-battle between Muslims
and Cluistians over control of people,
land and resources (trade)isstill being
intensely fought."

••"Populations wil'lingly goto war
because enemies are created for them
by leaders posing trade or ideological
threats to themselves as military threats
to the nation."
Says Smith, ''Most of the above is
relatively original and unknown..."
Actually, most of this is stuff
you've probably heard a few hundred
times before. But that's not important.
It's been said that there are no new
ideas,onlynewfonnulationsandcombinations of old ideas. It's ~ible
that, despite the muddle these excerpted statements suggest, the impact of the entire book could be quite
profound.
In any case, this in book intended
largely for the use of university professors, so, since we have a number of
individuals in the history, economics,
·history and philosophy departments
who might find this book supportive
of their own ideas, I'm presenting
what little information I have.Ifsomeone does order it, let me know how it
was, won't you?
2. The Flve Ws and other silli-

ness

There's another piece of business
that ought to be taken care of right
now. As.many of you know, my goal
for the paper was that it would become
a viable teaching instrument, that
people would actually learn something about the grand art ofjournalism
while they went about their journalistic endeavors.
Now I realize that Shawnee can't
tumoutthesamequalityofnewswriter,
on a regular basis, that we could if we
actually had a journalism school. But
there are certain simple things that

The University Chronicle

anyone should be required to know
before they begin to write for a newspaper.
You need to know how to write a
first sentence. 1be first sentence of a
news story should contain as many as
possible of the five Ws.
Now I suspect that most of you
non-journalists know what the five
Ws are-what the heck, who in hell,
why not, whoa! and where'd I put my
pencil?arethem
if
memory
serves. Any
halfway decent
reporter should
be able to get at
leaH four of
these elements
into the first sentence of.a news
· story. That's basic. Wc: seem to
be doing fairly
well in that regard. I'm very
proud to be a
part of a staff
that understands
this basic premise.
There'sotherbasicknowledgethat
doesn' tseem to have been imparted to
some of the newer members of the
staff such as ...WHAT THE NAME
OF THE STINKING NEWSPAPER
IS!
Over the last few weeks I've seen
this rag, for which I occasionally contribute what little time and energy I
have, referred to as the St\ldent
Chronicle, 11te Weekly Chronicle, the
Shawnee Weekly, and, on one memorable occasion, the Shawnee Times.
The reason you haven't seen many
of these gaffes is that the copy-editors
see them first.
As far as I know, the name of the
paper is stillThe University Chronicle.
So, if you see any of these errors, ·
please disregard them. We here at the
Podunk Picayune would appreciate it.
Anotherproblemisone that seems
foolish and pedagogic but actually has
a very sound basis: a reporter should,
to thegreatestextentpossible, remove
himself from the story.
Of course, personal opinion can't
totally ht ..~01ded in the process of
getting and writing the story. That's
human nature. The very questions you
decide to w.k are a product of your
own viewpoint. Your interpretation of
"the answer is colored by your beliefs.
Your beliefs, no matter how hard you
tty to avoid it, will color your story.
But you have to do everything you
can to get any visible sign ofyour own
prejudice out of the final story. What
finally appears on the page should
seem as objective arid upbiased as
possible.And since human'f>eings are,
by their very nature, subjective and
biased, you have to remove all visible

traces of your own hlllllan viewpoi_nt
from the final draft. Your story should
appear to have been written by a recording machine of some sort.
When reading a news story, the
reader is remeiniscentofSergeantJoe
Friday. "Just the facts, ma'am." Ifhe
wants opinions, he can go to the~ page.
Onlyifyouhavemadetheeffortto
remove any taint of bias will people
trust the facts you present. If any taint
of liberality or conservatism seeps
through, people will assume that the
prejudice they see on the page has
altered your facts. It's as simple as
that.
There are certain things you can
do to make your worlc appear less
biased and the most important ofthose
is simply to remove all reference to
yourself from the story. All such statements as, "The man who was arrested
for assaulting a statue told this reporter ..." or "I spoke with Dr.
Hadjayannis in his prison cell ..." need
to be excised from any hard news

.story.

With most stories, that's very
simple to do. Most stories concern a
specific event ("President Clinton announced earlier today that, in an effort
to balance the budget, he will be stealing less money than previously," or
"At 2:26 p.m. on Thursday, a car
being driven by Philip Thicken collided with a tree in the parking lot. The
tree was taken to the Mercy Hospital
Emergency Room where it was pronounced D.O.A.--Deciduous on Arrival.")
With stories like that, all you have
to do is report what happened. Your
own part in the story-how you came
to be on the scene, where you first
heard about the event you're reporting
on, things like that-don't need to appear in the story.
With other sorts ·of news stories,
even 'hard' r,ews stories, it's not so
easy. I once wrote a story ,.,n the mold
problems we were having op the third
floor. This was not an event that~
pened at any speci , i, .ill'C. it was an
ongoing condition. I sweatedoverthat
first sentence a good while before
deciding that the logical place to begin
that story was with my discovering
that the condition exii.led.
Since I felt° I was being slightly
unprofessional, I threw an extra W in
the first sentence to make up for it. I
called administration "a bunch of
wankers."
Jt' s these little touches that are the
hallmark of journalistic excellence.
It's this willingness to go the extra
mile in pursuit of excellence that we
tty to instill into our reporters here at
the Scranton Herald.
3.LogoRedux
1..-ve been promised that the faC on tin u ed on ·page 6

•
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940 econ.d treet
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Phon : (614) 355-2278
Voice Mail: (614) 355-2502
Fax: (61-4) 35S-2416

Cooperation is the key ingredient·

Over the past decade SSU has
experienced a great deal of tunnoil
Editor-In Chief
and change. The 1985 Negotiations
William C. Ho me
sent a signal to the administration
Chief Director f lanagement & Production
and Board of Trustees that the facPhilip J. Tbieken
ulty were not satisfied with the
wages, hours, and working condisistant Editor
ew Editor
tions of 'a community college. A
Eric D. Goodman
Robert D. ·nkade
strike was barely averted with the
assistance of a federal mediator.
Office Manager
As ·stant ew Editor
The
groundwork for job security
, heila Holsten
Jim Thomson
language, reduced workload, other
lfl/f Writers
Enterta: ment Editor
benefits, and a faculty salary beTiffany Vincent
yond $30,000 established the founM. ndee Akins
dation for a university faculty.
Sports ditor
Terry B]air
Negotiations in 1988 were exAustin Leedom
JriµDunh m
tremely hostile as the administration tried to take back gains made in
L~e Ann Henry
Chief of Rusin s Affairs
the 1985 agreement. In addition, the
Kevin Henley
. Wu.Uy Leedom
administration tried to impose a 12Beth Francisco
month mandatory contract as well
. Account R present tlve
Jimmy Ma.lie
: as having faculty pay hospitalizaCraig Bennett
tion premiums. At the conclusion of
Ruth Meade
Photqgraphy/Graphir:.
·
a
two-day strike an agreement was
Tammy Pola hek
reached. Original contract language
BREW w·1son
DUTic~ habouty
was reinstituted along with wage
increases.
Copy Editors
at James
Again ,in 1990, the administraJames Hannah
Donna Kerecz
tion and Board of Trustees sought
Tiffany Kneisly
Adviser
to strip the faculty contract. After a
Julie rr
Dr. Mark L. Mirabella
15-day strike an agreement was
reached.
Wages were increased,
Publication Com ittee Chair.
workload reduced, and hospitalizaDr. tylianos Rfl:.(ijiyannis
tion benefits decreased.
He Uni,•~rnl)l Clm,t1id.r, Sh, wncc State University's s(udent-nm m::wsA similar note was struck again
paper, is a ,•chide of xpression far the lrnivers1ty Coounuruly.
in the 1993 negotiations by the ad· Opiruons c rcss~d in the newspaper llfC I n.ec:essarily those of fhe ministration and Board: gut the SEA
d~ ·ser, Editor, Umvers1ry pe(S<lnnel, w the Uni emty.
[Shawnee Education Association]
pimQn .nd · eas expressed on the opi.nion pages represent the views contract. Faculty persevered, howof the authors.
ever, while the institution's viability
was threatened. An agreement was
reached outside nonnal channels of
negotiation although neither party
expressed satisfaction with the
The University Chronicle encourages its readers to respond to the
agreement. Faculty made close to
editor and express their views and opinions of articles appearing in
one million dollars in concessions
the newspaper.
.
in this agreement. Workload was
Address letters to Letter to the Editor,The Unit1ersity Chronicle,
increased and salary increases
SSU, Massie 411, 940 Second Street, Portsmouth Ohio 45662.
through 1996 are far below the expected cost of living increases.
Faculty negotiations were not
the only stresses and strains experienced by SSU over the past decade.
SSU has had three presidents and
three vice presidents of finance. Numerous other major personnel and
organizational changes have oc,L etters may also be personally delivered to the newspaper office in
curred as well. SSU has faced a
Massie 411.
housing sCflndal, numerous law suits
The best re2d letters are brief. Writers shouid limit their correspondence to 150 words if possible. The University Chronicle reserves the right to edit letters for length.
The University Chronicle reserves the right to not publish letters
containing obscenities, profanity or libel. The University Chronicle
reserves the right to limit publicaticn ofletters from frequent writers.
The University Chronicle also reserves the right to not publish letters
which appeared in other newspapers.
All letters must be signed :ind contain addresses and telephone
numbers of writers for verification. Writers must sign above their
typed names.
Writers who personally deliver letters to the newspaper office
may be asked to show identification. Other forms of verification will
be used for letters mailed to The University Chronicle.

The University Chronicle Letter
to the Editor Policy

to the Editor

and unfair labor practices, arbitrations, charges of improper bidding
on construction projects, discontinuance of six technical programs, establishment of the Faculty Assembly, University Administrative
Senate, and the University Senate,
no confidence vote in the president,
provost, and dean of engineering
technologies, establishment of numerous committees, technological
changes and innovations, construction of several major facilities, renovation on-top-of renovation, development of the General Education
Core, suspect personnel selection
processes, embezzlement, budgetary
problems, a drop in enrollment, and
now reorganization.
Major changes in any institution
cause upheaval, turmoil, and confusion. One must not, however, overlook other variables that make change
amorcdifficultprocess then it should
be. The Board of Trustees, administrators and faculty are three important players in the institution of education. It is apparent that the Board
and the administration have different conceptions about the status and
respect faculty should have in a university. Faculty, in my opinion, are
viewed by the board and administration as "employees" instead of"contracted professionals" who, when
granted tenure, fonn the foundation
of the University. Faculty are guardians of quality education _and everything associated with it. The focus of
the Board and administration generally is upon buildings, finat\ces, and
numbers.
Of course the dichotomy above
is rather simplistic, but the point is
relevant and cogent. The Board of
Trustees is quite willing to listen to
the administration when it comes to
spending money. For example, the
Board recently approved approximately $ 1.8 million dollars for the
purchase and renovation of Celeron
Square, gave the administration a
retroactive pay raise, and recommended spending $100,000 for anew
computer program and system, software, consultants, and a feasibility
study for interactive TV. ·v et, the
Board was willing to shut down the
unJversity last year for a fraction of

these costs rather than negotiate with
SEA.
Putting all these things aside,
SEA assured the chair of the Board
of Trustees that it would make every
effort to cooperate. SEA has kepi
this promise. SEA has saved the
University another one-half million
dollars by agreeing to the self-funding of our hospitalization. We h_avc
agreed on letters of memorandum
and understanding relating to nursing, faculty placement on the new
index, payment for the interim session, reentry of administrators into
the faculty ranks, and an extension
on the date for application for promotion. Language clarification pertaining to the summer session and
responsibilities of the mentoring
committee have been completed.
Currently, we are working on a letter
of unders~ding relating to the payment of overloads.
In the past SEA has done more
than its fair share to work responsibly with the administration to build
a viable university. At some point in
the future it would be nice for the
Institution to,publicly recognize this
fact.
The task of refining the contract
language and communications concerns about the contract must continue between faculty, the Board and
administration. The workload and
salary committees established by
contract will soon begin their research. Reports by these committees, composed of SEA members
and administrators , are scheduled
for Board perusal before the start o1
the next negotiations. This proces!
must be enmeshed in an atmosphere
of cooperation. The Board of Trust•
ees and administration need tc
change their perception of faculty
accord the same status given facult)
at other "universities," and con ti nu{
to cooperate if we are to avoid de•
structive confrontations in the fu.
ture.

Dr. Edward C. Miner
Associate Professor of Sociology/Psychology and President O.J
the Shawnee Education Associa•
lion (SEA).

To ensure accurate and tiinely delivery of all mail sent to the
University, the Portsmouth Post Office has asked that we make
sure that our return address be exactly as it

appears he~
940 Second Stfeet

Portsmouth, OH 45662-4344
Tlie z p plus four code is the most notable difference, so please
make sure to add the~.

Tuesday:
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Response to opinion about Strickland

This is writteninresp6nsetoAustin Leedom's article in the November
15, 1994 ~tion of The University
Chronicle in which he suggests that
Ted Strickland should be returned to
SSU rather than to another term iri
Congress. I agree with Mr. Leedom
when he asserts that citizens have the ·
right and obligation to speak up when
he {or she) feels. that a situation is
wrong or immoral. That is what I'm
doing by wr ·: ng this article.
Leedom o~gar. his article by attacking ar. ,.arlier anicle written by
liberal Daniel ~1.'!wart. Leedom said.
that Stewart urged voters tn return
Strickland to Congress but faiied to
give us re~on to do so, and instead
used most of his letter to attack
Strickland's opponent for his "belief
in a Christian moral order." I suggest
that Leedom essentially aimed his article at Strickland, but his real target
was Bill and Hillary Clinton.
Leedom repeatedly attacked the
Clintonsfortheirpoliciesandassumed
that Ted Strickland "has adopted and
supported Bill and Hillary Clinton' s
morals and programs." Jf he ever sat
down and had a real conversation with
Strickland about his morals, he might
find that Strickland is indeed a unique
person. He visited the Campus Ministry group on our campus just before

elections and spoke about his moral householdwasagovernmentemployee
beliefs and how thos.e beliefs and his holdingthesameinsurance. TheChrissenseoffairnessforallpeopleguides tian Coalition grabbed what they
his decision making. He talked ear- wanted out of the policy and pronestly ofhisconcem that the Christian claimed that anyone whp voted for it
Coalition was painting him (just as was approving of homosexual relaLeedom does in his article) as a man tionships. While it may be tlue that
who has "cast aside his ministry and homosexual couples may benefit from
laid down the cross of Jesus to follow · such a policy, itis bllethatmany others
Hillary and Bill CliP.ton."
will also. How many ofus know such
It seems, to this reader, that a family where a single parent adult
Leedom must have read and believed child moves back home and needs
too many of those pamphlets and fly- help?
ersthattheChristianCoalitiondistribLeedom admits, as well as t..Jvuted in time for the elections. His Christian Coalition and others, that he
comments about Strickland's vote to fears that allowing homosexuals and
"permit pub!Jc funds to be used to lesbians in the armed forces would
pl'(\vide group health insurance for "weakenthemilitaryinthatouryoung
gaycouples"comesstraightfromthose military men and women would be
pamphlets. In fact, as Congressman subjected to perverted sexual assaults
Strickland explained, the District of and would face the threat of being
Columbia Does not have representa- more likely to contract AIDS from the
tion in .Congress like everyone else in gays." Wake up, people !Does anyone
the United States does, so Congress think that there aren't gays and lesbimust make laws and policies that con- ans in the military now? Please!! And
cem D.C. In an attempt to provide only the homophobic and the uneduhealthcareforindividualslivin~within cated think that only gays get AIDS.
the same homes (such as relatives Will it take one of those Religious
living together to save on expenses, Right tele-evangelists getting AIDS to
adult children with dependents mov- · finally make these people ~ee that anying back in with Mom and Dad, etc.), one can get AIDS? Or will Coalition
Strickland voted to allow those indi- members just assume then that he/she
viduals to purchase their own insur- must have been gay all along and they
ance at a group rate if someone in the have been duped? Duped ·by a tele-

evangelist-what's next?Dorr't tell me
there's no Santa Claus!
Leedom also seems to have a fear
of women. I don't know if he is more
afraid of a liberal point of view-in the
White House or a -woman. I can't
remember hearing so much negative
talk about a president's wife as I have
since Hillary moved into the White
House. I think thata strong, intelligent
female is seen as a threat to someone
like Leedom-so he takes punches at
her every chance he gets. If bashing
Hillary makes you feel betterand strnnger, Austin, go ahead.
He ends his article with a comment that he believes the other man
(Strickland's Republican opponent
Frank Cremeans) will better represent
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would, in tum, make the girl more
uncomfortable when she returns to her
home hereon campus. The purpose of
not printing the girl's name was to
keep her identity confidential, but, by
printing personal facts about her, you
have defeated that purpose. Also, I'm
curious to know whether the vktim
admitted to attempting suicide or to
'?eing sexually assaulted? I don't be7
lieve it was ~bsolutely necessary to
print the infonnation given by those

whoareacquaintedwiththegirl.lnmy
opinion,only the facts about the suicide
attemptwereimportant,andthus,neederl
to be published. I am writing this in a
hope that next time a similar situation
Jikethisoccurs,youwillbemoreaware
oftheconsequencesofyouractionsand
dowhatyoucantoupholdthecredibilityofourcampusnewspaper.
Thank you.
Sincere!Y yours,
Vasmalhi (Ram) Mukkamala

Reader feels some things best left unsaid
Tot:::v::~o;~ished reading the waswiththemticlesinvasiveinformaarticles in the current Chronicle con- tion which wru; unnecessary to report
cemingthecontroversyoverthestory if your intent really was to "prevent
of the r~ and subsequent suicide thiskindoftragedyruiweningagain."
atte;;mptof thP- f.'!male student living in Thatis it was unnecessary toreporther
the university housing. After reading emotional state unless you are mainMr.Dunham'sarticleihadnotrouble . taining that this young woman was
understandinghisposition;hebelieves raped because she bl:. bulimia and
!hat the rape should have been re- wasdepressed. lfthatisthecase, then
ported~ but the m~ntion oi the young the pri11atedetails were relevant to the .
woman'sbattlewilhbulimiaanddepression was irrelevant. Mr. Holmes
defendedrunningthestorysaying" .. .it
is important to show that these events
can happen at Shawnee State. The
articlewas·printedtoawakentheUniversity to the potential danger that can
occur on this campus." I agree wholeheartedly that the University has a
responsibility to keep people informed
of crimes committed on campus and it
appearsthatMr.Dunhamagrees,also.
My c:oncem, and I think his as well,

story. Butcertainl:!thatcan'tbeblle;
surelyTheChronidewouldnotassert
thatampevictimisinanywayresponsible forthe crime, whatever heremotional state may be. A question just
occurred to me: Would you gentlemen have feltherpersonal history was
relevant to the story if her apartment
had been burglarized? While there
may or may not have been other issues
contributing to the suicide attempt,
these highly sensitive details of her
lifewcrestillnotrelevant tothearticle

if your purpose was to warn of the
"potential danger that can occur on
this campus." And as for Mr.
Kinkade'sdefensfthat"animportant
element in any 11e\\<s story is "why", I
have no doubt that the crime of rape
andthreatsbytlteattackerwouldhave
beenmorethanenoughofanexplanation as~ "why". Mr. Holmes, were
. you purposely attempting to collfuse
theissuebymakingitappearinyour
articlesthatMr.Dunhamandtheother
students stole the newspapers to prevent the rape from beingreported when
in reality his concern was with the
intirnatedetailsyoupublishedabout
the young wo'llan' s private life? Perhaps this is an effort on your part to
divert attention from the real issue
because you know that your reporting
was indeed unethical.

Marv.ant Warnock

Early Registration .for Winter Quarter
Assessment Test
,

Tuesday, November 22

Location: Library, Room 110
Time: l 0:30 a.m. & 2:45 p.tn.

Assessment Test

Location: ATC Building, Room 134
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 23

Last day of Fall quarter
Men's Basketball Game SSU vs. Marietta

Location: Home
nme: 7:30p.m.

R e ad er is upset with "Su.icide" article
To The Editor,

I was upset with the manner in
which The Chrqnicle handled the suicide incident that occurred in the University Housing recently. I personally
believe that it would have been more
appropriate if the newspaper would
have dealt with the attempted suicide
instead ofprobing into the victim's
personallife.Afterall,notmanypeople
live in the University Housing, and
afterreadingthearticle, they would all
know the identity of the girl. This

the moral values with which we people
of the sixth congressional district have
been blessed. May I remind him that
Strickland lost this election by around
4,(XX) votes. In a district this size it
doesn't strike me that the collective "us"
that Leedom mentions is a very strong
majority. In fact, he falls into the same
category as the Christian Coalition that
presumesthattheystandforEveryChristian. Iproposethattherearemany good,
upstanding, moral people in this district
(in this nation, for that matter) who are
tired of the political actions of the supposedly (so they can keep their taxexemptstatus) bi-partisanChristianCoalitionandtoosewhoprorootetheiragenda
like Mi. Leedom.
Marcia Tackett

Women's Basketball Ofm}e SSU v~. Union

Location: Home
Time:5p.m.
Thursday, November 24 .
Location: to be announced

Thanksgiving DUlllCf for SSU students

Time: l p.m.

Friday, November 25

University Closed In lieu of Columbus Day

Monday, November~

First Day of Hanukkah
University open
Fmals begin

Womi:n' Bcll!lkctbal.l Game SSU vs. Pikeville

·- --------'-t

Location: away
7
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Ohio AAUP opposes Regents plan

The Ohio Conference AAUP essary to make the proposal workfinds the Board of Regents' Report, the faculty.
"THE HIGH PERFORMANCE
The root probkm in meeting
CAMPUS-Builtlirig th<"Campus of . Ohio's higher education needs is
the 21st Centu,-y: A New Funding inadequate funding. Recent budget
Model for Institutional Stability, · cuts in higher education have underPerformanceand Change fortheFu\ mined the goal that the people of
ture," troublesome on two counts: 1. Ohio ought to havi> access to a qualIt does not address the root problem- ity program cf t:i: :;her education.
inadequate funding. and 2. It mak.c:s While Ohio• s S) i;t.!m of higher eduno mention of the tme resource nee- cation may be more efficient, it has

also become more expensive and tion ·whatsoever of the faculty, the
less accessible to the people of Ohio. one group that possesses the experThe costs of higher education to tise necessary to identify the probOhio students has increased at lems, let alone address them. Stratenearly twice the rate of inflation.
gic planning concepts must be
By not dealing with the real developed with faculty input if there
problem of inadequate funding, the · is any hope that the goals be accomRegents are not looking after the plished.
long-term needs of higher educaThe Ohio Conference AAUP
tion in Ohio. In addition, the calls upon the legislature to fulJy
Regent's proposal makes no men- reinvest in higher education in Ohio

Accordinp. •·'.> a July I article in
Education Dai• ·. on July 1 a new ~t
of u.s. DeF ,lt"lt of Education
rule:. aimed at fimplifying the student unanciai · ' :;:;stem went into
effect.
Sevi:rah:hangesenactedintolaw
last Au=,.1.st alsc took effect on this
date, mclud:n;; a SC percent reduction in student h:e:. and lower caps

on interest rates: Oth~r benefits for
students and their families include
siQtplified, stan~dized dpvlrcation
forms and easierrep,,•• . · -··it options.
New regulations an u,o expected
to reduce student aid fraud and abuse.
In addition, t:.. first phase of
the Federal Direct Student Loan
(FDSL) program was implemented.
During the 1994-1995 academic ·

year, 104 schools will issue. loans
through the new program, accounting for about 5 percent oi total
new student loan ,olumr Many
schools will begin disln,. sing
funds _in August and September,
testing the new system fort~e first
time.
A periodic publication of the
Student Loan Funding Corporation.

mous UK Bea:c.at will make an a~
pearance in this issue. Watch for it.
The logo story is just one of the many
little extra touches we of the Walla
Walla Guardian provide in an effort to
make your da) :i little brighter and
makethispape.- :.1es.>nofthingyou're
embarrassed to be caught reading.

spirits of their loved ,.:nes have been
desecrated by the indignities visited
upon their resting places.
This doesn't mean I'd be above
doing a number one on the grave of
Edgar Allan Poe. I kind of think Edgar
would have wanted it that way. I'd
think he'd be especially pleased if I
wrote al;>out the experience when I got
back here to the Sandusky TribuneLeader.

Yet Cremeans got elect.::J. We
bought and paid for him with our
votes. ft will be interesting to see our
reaction when we get the receipt.
I have no idea what Cremeans
will do, if ~ything, but wl•·itever
happens, you can be sure_ tlklt, if it
affects the university, you'll ,cad
about it here in the Toledo Gazette.
Jay Arr Henderson is the UC
Resident Curmudgeion.

New Student Aid on ·Reforms go into effect

Hen.dersor1's View from page 3

4. A grave matter

If you read my column last'week,
you 'II remember my amazement at the
golf course being damaged. It seemed
like such a pointless act. Now, from
another part of the country comes a
report of a graveyard being vandalized. Even in the 60s, we knew this
was just plain vandalism. This is not
the sort of thing thinking people do. ·
This is the sort of act perpetrated by
beer-swilling cretins.
The case in point is especially
distressing because of its magnitude.
Some two hundred tombstones were
damaged.
It's not thatl have any tremendous
respect for the bodies of the dead.
When the spirit is departed, the corpse
has no meaning to me. I consider a
corpse to be a rotting piece of meat,
capable of spreading disease and best
disposed of as quickly and efhciently
as possible. However, I reali1e that
not everyone feels the same ·•,ay.
A huge proportion of tl1e population does find the body of a lo ,ed one
to be a sacred object. Suet, people are
deeply hurt by any damage to the
tombstones and graves of their departed. Add to this the fact that many
of these tombstone!\ will have to be
rep.laced and that many of those who
will have to cough up the money ~nnot afford iqbut will find i; sornewhere, even if the kids go hungry) and
you have the makings of a small tragedy.
• I grieve for those who will not
sleep well tonight, believing t'.lat the

5. Final Foolishness

A golf course ripped up, tombstones broken... how long have the
Republicans been a majority?
Perhaps one of the strangest cases
of f091ishness to rear its ugly head
lately was the election of Frank
Cremeans.
While local Republicans like to
proclaim that we are a conservative
enclave, the fact is t,hat most of the
people I know would vote for a Democrat if they thought he was the better
man for the job.
s't1ow all these
.Democrats keep getting elected in the
first place. So it makes sense that
Strickland should have won. Virtually
every person I've ever talked to that
has heard Cremeans speak or debate
has told me that Frank Just isn't a
thinker. even the simplest concept.
seem to be things that have never
occurred to him before. I don't lcno\\
the man personally, but a lotofRep• ·
licans told me they would never vote
for him because he simply has no idea
what the job is all about: He seems to
be suffering from a slight temporalorientation-detennination disability. In
other words, he doesn't know what
~y this is.
Even Gary Abernathy, a bulwark
of conservatism in this area, couldn't
find anything good to say about
Cremeans. He tried valiantly, bu in the
end his plea finally came down to:
"Vote for Frank, he's a Republican."

in order to provide access to quality higher education for all Ohioans. If the legislature decides to
make appropriations for ."performance funding" we urge it to require that the Board of Regents set
forth procedures that will assure
authentic faculty participation in
developing the mission statements,
goals and performance measures
that will be used.

Philosog1 ¥ Courses
Winter Q arter I994
Philosophy 299- Old Te
1/lt: 10-lZam. E:.\'lliD F:istier
TI1e mighr • 1s of Goo ur~ prcsenkJ through tile . ory of a fanHI..
the creation of eople. COl\\'ellanl, and promise. The Old T stamen!
incl UC poc1ry, history .
n t:, batlh:. prophecy and law. It is an

rom

OO\'enture to be read, di.scussi:,d and lived.

ee where

:e Neq,• Te~1a-

ment came from; you're also in itctl w continue this project by 1.aking
c"'' Tcsuunc:pJ in the Spring.

P ii soph 300

Wedne~ay: 6-ll)pm

Philosophy 499-Fi rq and Pbllosopb
endall D'Andrade
Thirteen ~ac filrm in el:c. o wc.cb!
Am eus, The M n Who Shot L1bcry V!ll.ance, Sunset Boulevard,
Th Seve11th Seal, ChinolOwn, MASH, Juliet of tile pirit:.'1, Twch of
Evil. Muro r My Sweet,
Chiennc. WomlUI on the Beach.
T ·o bonut> films during finaJ wee.le Broken Blossom end fie: WhQ

Ge· lapped.

Impact Subcommittee to meet

The SSU Impact Subcommittee
invites all faculty, administrators/
ATSS, support staff, and students to·
an Open Hearing on the feasibility of
a football program at Shawnee State.
This open hearing will focus on
issu_es that may impact campus aca-

demics, student life, enrollment, and
student fees. There will be another
Open Hearing scheduled for community input.
Please attend if you have concerns
or recommendations that you would
like the subco~ttec to consider and/

Thaf

,4non0mous testing provided free b0
appointment
ca/1353-1O55
,4.sk for 'Yim Y<oe or
Scott J:.ace0
·
7ree Condoms on
request!

or incorporate into the SSU Impact
Subcommittee report section.
Campus Open Hearing
Tuesday, November 22, 1994

11 :00 a.m.- 1:00 p.m.

M~ie Hall Auditorium
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pecial Olympics swim meet at SSU

C Staff Report

On November 15th, Shawee State helped with the Speial Olympics swim meet. Speial Olympics is really about,
et me iake this time to exlain. Special Olympics is an
rganization whose sole purose is to help special children
ave a chance at a regular, .arive life.
On hand for the meet were
several different schools from
round the area incluoing our
own Happy Hcc1rt~ Abo, fou1
students .and one Shawnee in-

structor were present to lend
aid where needed. These students and instructor were lifeguards Sean Cook and Craig
Miller, instructor Chris
Wakemen, Ruth Meade, and
Genia Meade.
The children were very excited about the competition;
however, many did not even
know they were competir>g
with each other.
One child stated "I know I
didn't win but a least l finished the.race." Many of these

children really need the encouragement and support of
knowing that they ha.ve done a
good job.
This event is not the only
activity Shawnee has participated in during this qua1 ter.
Some of the extra actives have
been the Golden Bears, Special Guest speakers on campus, and comedians.
Shawnee will also' be i,artic1pating with a special
Th:1nksgiving Dinner for all
students and staff on cam¢s .

SCORPIO(OCT23 TO NOV 2~ ;
You seem to have f:ver;ching together
as you get lots nf inxitz.tions tc party.
You find a romantic partner has more
to offer than just good !,.!X.. rhis makes
you pleased that ycu chooSt them. Remember family members are under
stress this week. They do n0t mean to
be so b*tchy to you or others.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV 23 TO
DEC 21) You seem to enjoy the time
you spend with your family. You will
enjoy this holiday for you will have that
sorneoneyou'vealwaysneededbyyour
side to cook the turkey with. Hav;;
Fun!!
CAPRICORN (DEC 22 TO
JAN 19) You feel bad for how 'you
treated a friend. Tell him/her that you
are sony and go eat, drink, and be
meny. Let this person know how you
feel before the new year.
AQUARIUS(JAN20TOFEB
18) You have many friends and you
might want to try to visit one of them.
A romantic partner has decided that
you are the perfect mate for them, Be
careful.
PISCF.S (FEB l 9TO MAR 20)
Your friends try to play matchmaker.
You thank th~m and remember the
love you had this time last year. It's
never to late to try and fix things up.
You m~y need this person more then

you know.
ARIES (MAR 21 Tu APR 20)
Money seems to be all you care ahout.

" , ,.:f,; in strange ways, Try maki.

Forget money and express those feels
you've been having for a friend:If this
friend is close ask them out, they need
your as much as you need them.
TAURUS (APR 21 TO MAY
20) You have took all you can from this
partner. Get out now! Do not be afraid
of being alone. You have a friend who
really loves you, but they will never tell
you for fear of being rejected. Yet,
deep inside you love them too. 'This
friend is your soulmate. You will have
a great life with them. Just try, Love

lovt: not ,ex. next time its better.
GEMINI (MAY 21 TO JUN
20) V es, it is okay to owe a friend. If
you iru.ly care for them then tell them
before they're gone. 'This person will
not wait forever. You can help each
other with difficult problems.
. CANCER (JUN 21 TO JUL
22) You have hurt someone very bad in
the past just because you were afraid to
love. This person is trying to go on.
However, you think you have moved
on ~Kl you love that person from your
pa::; •. Why make such a mis~e. Go to
the one you love. They will take you
back. At least try.
LEO (JUL 23 TO AUG 22)
You are with a partner you do not love,
youjustlustforhimlher. Stepbackand
look at a friend. One who really cares
for you and could make you happy.
VIRGO (AUG 23 TO SEP 22)
Be careful and stop being a b*tch. Give
everyone a chance. Try not to get to
family members because they will not
take it. Try to forgive that person from
your past they really do love you.
LIBRA (SEP 23 TO OCI' 22)
The person you fell for in the summer stillcares for you, even if they may
date a friend of yours. They were only
trying to get to you. They still care.
Things might work this time try it.

Logo change for University of Kentucky
(As od11ted. Pr~

)

Thi is a file photq

of the niversit
of Kentuck Wildca logo. The nivers·ty is changing
its logo becau e
some people complained that the
tongu of the ildat rcsem~lcs a
male sex organ.
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Dee. 1st - 2nd
10:00 am to 2 :00 pm
In the SSU Bookstore
* Rings as low as $ 139.95
* lntrest free installation plan
* No Deposit Required

~ba~r,e~ Verse

Poetty i the hatred and compas ion of a ge~
eration and its reaction to what i happening ev-

eryday and right now. l think that Shawnee students hould have the opportunity to have the rea1
voice of their generation to be heard and remembered. So if you have some poefO' hidden away
someplace where no one can read it or you'li
eager for your poetry to be read. contact John
Biggs a the University Chronicle 355-2502.

STARS

StudentAdvising and Referral Services
SSU's :UatestAddition Dedicated to the
Ser ice of Students

Directly cross From the President's Offic
SenricesAvailable beginning September
19th.

Office

ours: 8:00-5:00., M-F

Contact: Tim Culve~ Coordinator
355-2592

CLARK MEMORIAL LIBRARY
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SSU pr~sents The Great American Smoke Out

By .Jimmy Meade
UC Staff Writer
On Thursday, November 17 the
"Great American Smoke Out" was
held at Shawnee State University i.t
the Trio Center. It was sponsored by
Student Support Services located
here at Shawnee State. The "Great
American Smoke Out" is put on every year by the American Cancer
Society on the Thursday before
Thanksgiving. Def>igned eighteen
years ago, the "Smoke Out" tries to
get people to quit f>moking by daring
them to try it for o~ day.
The Americf! Cancer Society
has many progra,ns to promote nonsmoking. Dia~ such program is called
Fresh Start which is designed to help
people f>top smoking and stay off
cigarette~, The Fresh Start program
consists of fou,r one-hour, small

group sessions, and it contains everything you need to know about
kicking the habit and keeping yourself from ever smoking again.
Another program that the American Cancer Society has come up
with is the Adopt a Smoker program. This program is one in which
a non-smoker agrees to adopt a
smoker for one day and ensures that
this person doe, not smol1., during
that period.
This year in the Student Support
Services Dave Rhotnr. adopted
Aaron Cyrus to makt- ~ure that Cy•-us
did not smoke fer one whole day.
Rhoton, who has been a non-smoker
for four and a half months, says "I
feel great since I quit smoking. I feel
like a new man thanks to the American Cancer Society." Cyru:, counters,

"ldon'tthinkthis program will help!"
The American Cancer Society
also keeps many pamphlets on smoking and the dangers that smoking
causes. The pamphlet "The Decision is Yours" talks abo1:1J fmphysema, a disease which destroys the
elasticity of the lungs, thus making ,
breathing very difficult. Once Emphysema destroys the tissue· it can
never be repaired or rfplacecJ. _T he
disease progresses slpwly and patients spend years gasping for breath.
When death comes, it is frequently
the result of an-0verworked heart.
Jfyou are interested in helping
the .\merican Cancer Society stop
diseases which are caused by smoking please contact the American
Cancer Society at 1-800-ACS- By.Walley Leedom
ChjefofBusjness Affairs
2345.
Paul D Crabtree is Vice

WNXT and SSU Student Support Services held the 18th Annual American <_:ancer Societies Great Ameri!:an Smoke Out last Thursday to offer support for people who want to quit smoking.
L-R: Larry Dale (WNX'.I'), Aaron Cyrus, Bob Cellins, David Rhoton, Debora Puterbaugh, Mike Bankey,
Mary Ann Malone and .Joyce Payton (American Cancer Society)

Paul Akers and Rico attending
BASICS
__
.
·

By Austin Leed<>rn
·
ll.C ~..EmlW:
Shown here is Paul Akers who is attending BASICS inordertoreceiveaGED.
Beside Akers is Rico, a 22 month old golden
yellow Labrador. Rico was born in San
Rafael, California and was raisui in Colorado. Rico graduated from-the Guide Dogs
for th<! olind College al San Rafael after
training for six m'2'nths.
During the last 28 days he trained with
Akers an<l they returned together from California tn Augm,t of 1994. ]:lico weighs 70
pounds anJ is trained to guide and protect
Akers.
BASICS Coordinator Carc,.lyn Gross
said that this was the first blind man BASICS has aided in taking the GED examination. Currently, Akers is being tutored by
Joe Turner, an RSVP volunteer.

uc

President for Student Affairs
and h,as 1wel\'e departments
under his :iupervision (Admission, Registrar, Financial Aid,
Counseling and Career crvices, Student Activities and
Housing, Depart of Educational
Needs (PF.NS), Athletics,
JOBS Stl~-4'!nt Retention, Upwar<.I Bound, Student Support
Sen·ices. and Talent Search}.
The ma1or function of Srudent Affair l to insure thlll
·ludents are served weU nt the
enrollment, student life, arid
graduation/employment areas
of their education. The Student
Affairs staff is funded from the
different sources: 1. General
fund~ 38% 2. Agencies/Auxiliaries, 15% 3. Grants, 47%.
From three funding sources
come. the services provided to
students. Service to students is

the driving force in the goals
St. Affairs.
Education:
Served in the U.S. Mari
Corps for three years and 1
came committed to obtainin:
college education.
Degrees are~:.
B .S. in Education-Ohio U
versity
M.Ed III uunsding-OI
University
Ph.D. in Counseling Pi
chology-Ohio University
Advice to Students
Get involved. Connect w
the University. Do not be afn
Lo ask questions qr. for he
the services of the Uni vi
sity such as work-study ors
dent employment, the Couns
ing and Career Center,. ST a
Student Activities. Consi ,
student life as the other haU
your education. Student life
where you live out what
have learned in the classro

Memorial Sebo arship
A scholar hip ha .been e tabli h d at
Saginaw Valley State Un·ver ity in

honor of Nan Yun's husband, Sukkoo, who passed away recently.

onations to this fund sh

-t.: Id

to:

Dr.S

SVSU F undation
-k Yun Memorial c olar..

ship
Saginaw State Univ .rsity
University Center, MI 48604

Paul Akers an d Rico

sen

Attn: Dr. Al Butler
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Used Car Buyers Guide

By Austin Leedom
UC Sports Editor
HILLBILLY'S GUIDE TO
USED CAR SHOPPING
'This is a real cream puff, I sure
would hate to sell this one, it's so
sweet I drive it myself."
"1biscarwas owned by a little old
lady who only cL."Ove it to the liquor
store and the race .track."
''Doesn't bum a drop of oil, gets
top mileage."
If you have ever f>hopped for a
usedcaryouhave!ikelyheardsomeof
the above comments.
We writers at the Chronicle have
many times been accused of writing a
lot of drivel and offering a lot of
information that is of no interest and
nousetoanyone. lt'snotourfaolt;the
editor makes us do it.
This time we have appealed to the
editor-in-chief"Russian"Bill Holmes
to let us write a useful article, for a
change of pace.
After much snarling, table pounding and stomping Bill finally reluctantly agreed to let us write just one
such story.
What to look for when buying a
used car! Used car shopping is some- '
thing too many us are forced to do all
too often.
This is straight talk from a fellow
who has sold cars, both new and used,
and has experienced and repaired almost every thing that can possibly go
wrong with an auto. I write with the
voice of authority that comes with
surviving multitudinous break-downs,
with most of them occurring at the
most inconvenient times and at the
worst possible places, usually in terrible inclement weather.
Many times we get robbed when
buying cars, both new and used. To
lessen your chances of getting robbed
again when getting a used car we
advise you to get a Hillbilly Used Car
Shoppers Kit together before you go
shopping again and take this one usefulChroniclearticlewithyou. The kit
consists of an ordinary penny and a
small magnet and a flashlight. ( You
canqndhundredsofmagnetshanging
on the front door of your refrigerator
holding in pfact; receipts, letters, report cards, children's drawings,
photos.etc.
Iust take one of the magnets. It
will never be missed and can serve you
well.)
When you get your kit togethe1 it
is time to go shopping. Take your
brother-in-law with you, if you have
one. You may also want to take along
a four leaf clover or other good luck
charm.
Some thin~ not to do:
First: Never buy a car at night.
You can failto see too many defects in
artificial light.
Second: Never buy a car in the
covers many imperfections
rain.

Rain

Make sure he checks the manifold
pipes, the "cadillac'.' converter, the
and on a test drive you won't hear muffler, the exhaust pipes and the
manyofthesqueaks,rattles,andnoises tailpipes for leaks and rust spots.
After he finishes underneath check
that might warn you of serious problems. Alsoitishardtospotleaksinthe the engine. Look for loose, cracked or
radiator,powersteering,transmission, worn belts and for leaks around the
engine, and in the fuel, brake and master cylinder and around the gt>skets of the head and water pump.
coolant lines when they are wet.
Third: Never buy a used car (nor a Look at the oil dipstick. If you see
new car) from a man who has a phony water or anti-freeze on the oil stick,
smileandafancysuit Ifhelookslike forget this baby and find another car to
a banker, lawyer or politician, run, fall in love with. Check the fluid in the
radiator and look at the inside of the
don't walk away from the lot.
Whenyoufindacaryouthinkyou radiator cap. If it is oily, the car may
would like to buy, be skeptical. In- have -a cracked block, a blown head
spect it good. Inspect the body first gasket or worse. Anti-freeze and oil
Look it over good. Look for dents, should not be mixing in a car Clieck
scratches,andsignsofcollision. Look the fluid in the master cylind~. It
fot uneven paint, blisters and paint on should be ful[
If everything has checked out to
the chrome, the moldings and the
emblems. ArepaintJobmaymean the this point take a look inside the car for
auto has been badly damaged in an tears, rips or gouges in the floor mats,
accident. Now you can use yourshop- seats or headliner. Headliner tears are
pers kit. Take out the magnet and run almost impossible to fix. You can
it over the doors, fenders and around cover the other damage with seat covthe front and back lights. Ifthe magnet ers or new floor mats. Feel the carpet
fails tosticktothecaryou will perhaps between the pedals up front. If damp,
find body filler putty that is covering you may have a master cylinder leak.
up damage from an accident. After a Check the floor in front on the right up
thorough check of the body, get out next to the fire wall. If it is damp, you
your penny and check the tires. Place probably have a leak in the heater
the penny into the grooves of each tire core. Now check the rubber seals
and if the penny doesn't go in up to around the windows, windshield and
Abe'seyes,youwillneednewtireson doors for dry rot and cracks. Inspect
that car soon. Look for uneven wear the car for e~dences of general wear
which indicates bad wheel alignment and tear and compare that evidence
or perhaps bad brakes. Check tires for with the mileage indicated on the
.bumpsorknotswhichindicatebroken odometer. Iftherubberiswomoffthe
pedals 3!xi the interior looks like a
steel bands in the tires.
Now give the car the bounce test. pack of Shawnee Bears has been hiPut your full weight on each comer of bernating in there and the odometer
thecarandthenquicklyletyourweight reads 19,000 miles, lciok out. The
off. H the car bounces more than odometer has likely been tampered
twice, the shocks or struts are about with by a run back artist.
Now you have complete the Hilldone for and will need to be replaced.
Now open the trunk and look for billy inspection. NO! Not so fast You.
water along the edges of the trunk and got more to do. Start the engine, putthe
around the wheel wells. Water in the car in neutral, engage the emergency
trunk may indicate a collision that brake and open the oood. Now put your
caused seams to come loose, ~r per- trother-in-law in the driver's seat and
haps the trunk lid wasn't replaced have him straighten the steering wheel
and rev up the engine. Look to see if the
properly after an accident.
Nowisthetimetouseyourbrother- tires are facingsiraightahead. Ifthey are
in-law if you have him with you. Put , not, eithecthe wheels need to be aligned
him under the car with the flashlight or the car has been involved in an acciand have him look for leaks at the rear dent. Listentotherunningengineandtry
brakecylinders, the transmission, gaso- ID hear any knocks,pings,rattles,squeaks
line tank and fuel and brake lines. or ticks. Have your brother-in-law tum
. Have him check for engine and radia- on the lights, check high beams, low
tor leaks. While he is under the car beams, tumsignals,emergencyflashels,
ha~·e him inspect the frame very care- parlcing ligtts, brake lights and ba;:k up
fully for possible damage from an lights. While you areba;:kofthecarlook
accident. If your brother-in-law is at the smoke coming out of the tailpipe.
Ifthe smoke is blue,itisanoil burner.
portly and has difficulty getting under
the car, show his sister or someone If smoke is white, water is mixing with
else how to jack the car up. If you the fuel and if the smoke is black, the
really like your brother-in-law you gasoline mixture is too rich. This black
may want to put safety blocks under smolce
can usually be corrected with an
the frame while he is under the car. If
he is a tidy kind of fellow and com- adjustment
Nowtakeyourlmh:r-in-law'shandplains about crawling around on the
ground put a few copies of the latest km:hief and place it over the end of the
edition ofUniversity Chronicle down tailpipe. Ifthehandkcrchiefis sucked in,
it means valve trouble: Forget this baby
on the asphalt for him to lie on.
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and find another. If the handkerchief
isn't sucked up, you can begin the test
drive.
Get your brother-in-law out and you
get in and adjust the mirrors, check the
wipers, air conditioner, heater, radio,
electric windows and interior lights. All
of them should work.
Now, at I~ you are ready ID test
drive. Buckle up your seat belt and take
the car out on all kinds of roads, dirt
roads,roughroads,brickstreets,upsteep
hills, around sharp curves. See how it
handles. Clieckthebrakesoutreal good.
They are impoctant (There is nothing
more exciting and adventurous than going down a long hill with no brakes. fve
done it and it is an unforgettable experience. If this ever happens to you forget
about trying ID put the car in Park. That
won't work. Go for the emergency
brake. If that doesn't do it, jam it into
Reverse. Thiswillusuallydoit Youmay
damage the transmission. but that's minor to what else may happen.) If the
brakes pull to the right or left when you
apply them you have trouble. If the
brakes drag, squeal or grind, you need
brake repair, which can be costly.
While driving make sure all the
gauges and indicators are working. If
you any big change in oil pressure or
coolant temperature, beware.
Whenyouretumfromyourtestdrive
checkthetransmissiontluid Itshouldbe

reddishbrownincolor. Abumtsmellor
an indication of metal fragments may
mean big transmission trouble.
Fmallycheckthepowersmingtluid
and look at the power steering hoses.
If you have carefully followed the
Hillbillyusedcarguidebuyersandfound
nothingmajorwrongyouprobablyhave
found a good car. Now stat dealing.
Thereisal.waysa bigmarkupinthesecar
prices and the dealer will take a lot less
than he first asks. You can lose nothing
but money if you fail to ask for a lower

,:nee.

Also, oo your financing if possible.
If you let the dealer do it he usually runs
it through a bani< or loan company that
charges four or five percent extra and
kicks this amount ba;:k to the dealer.
Same way with aulD insurance. If you
buy insurance through thedealec expect
to pay about 40% more than if you
purchased it oo your own from your
agent
· Good shopping and good luck.
If this article serves you well or has
added anything to your knowledge of
auto.s,and what ID lookforwhen Y,OU buy
them please write, call, fax or E-mail
Bill, HOLMES, Editor-in-Otief and
perhaps he may let us make writing
useful articles an annual event and we
can do another one next year.
P.S. Do not let your brother-in-law
bonow your car.

r=ood for-

Thouaht
Society in the United Stale · bas
be.com mare of rui l!XfLial financial
0111 since I.he rmd 80' s. Think about
hi::11 • u Y,'Cre in hlgh school and
your friends and ·pcciall · ur p ~ents were telling you how important
con gc wool be. 1be would say
that y1.1urnm.·~gonna have good job
wilhout a college c:du arion. Were
they lying to mr, don't think they
were inrerrti nally. Do )'Ou lleg
1udents rcalim just bow llUl ·h money
you arc going start off at When you
gctaj~aftergr.dwuion, An elementary ed. teachc:t may start of at about
$20--22,000. 1' \'e heard of many plasli engi :eering _iobs beginning
oout30.000, Yoo ba,1c your PT ·s
hetc that will tart, hopefully, mound
l5 000. Ofcou15el'mnotn1erringto
you docloral. or mas,ers program .
lhesc
e couple 1r10R: yean; ot
y ur pen;onal fonds.
My rn.anqer Kinney hoe.~
inthcDayb)nMaU makes 32.,000pcr
year not itlclucbng bis bonus. I know
someone who sell furnil.Ure ho h
averaged around .lOOpcr month rhi
SUIDIOm" and be sttll ha'l Christmas
season. A good mend of mine ~Iii

carslllldmade over $60.000 last year.
These people go from one retail job to
anocher but that i good for d1vcrs1iy.

Wouldn't it be nice to know enough in
E nentaryEd.lotc:achm h,hiSt I)' ,
english. nmdmg, Bild wnting. J you

can sell shoe y u can 11 couchc:.
Let's just say Lh t you idn •r
1end cofiegc, but y were an a,·erage salesman during the 5 ye.m; that
you would ha,eh.ldto payfurooll
ou w illd m.ab around 3( per
w~k.. That · mer I6,000 per year. If
yuu ·pmct more than tialf of thauh n

}'

:;;pend "mi:r our hci\d. You
\I
,000 per year for .5

should

years For you I. Ed Math tcacllcts
lhat j,. 40.000 in the banL

Don l

for
that yoo will probably be a
manlgc in the rewl bu...,;n ·s aft~
onl du-ee years 1n the com ny. So
more than likel
u would havcmorc

ved l2.1 yearsokl.1ouwould have
a down payment c r a hou.-.e a manager
'tion a,·eragmg 30,000 per
yenr, and have mane in the bank
instead of (lwing.
Y ur P.!lfen would y if y
g to school )' u can live hen:. if}'
don'r than you ca,i live on your own.
I
Imagine howmucb money you
save if it was lhc other way aroond:
And don'l forget
in'liestments.
Just liuJcm~ ••FoodforTuooght".
Kevin Htmt>

1s an
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CLASSIFIEDS~ PERSONALS, B1JY AND SELL TTEMS

"FOR 30 WORl>S PER WE K PAYMENT IN AD A CE. CALL FO
C LL 35S-2278 0
M SSIE 411

(:"•··• Bets'iinais\1··~

share our commitment to stQdents as
our first priority. ·
Shawnee State Universityis seekDATES·IN YOUR AREA For
Chevy Camero RS 1989 - Blue,
Guys 'N' GaJs 1-900-945-SOOOEXT. automatic 2.8L 6 cyl. Good M.P.G. ing an experienced EXECUTIVE DI3629 $2.9CJ per min. Must be 18 yrs. Great condition 52K miles Call 606 RECTOR to administer all aspects of
Procall Co. (fi02) 954-7420
757-3477 Must Sell. Have new car.
the 1100 seat theater designed by Dr.
Voluptuous, Sensual, ProvocaGeorge lzenour that is scheduled for a
tive, Hendonistic,. woman in midgrand opening on its campus at PortsWanted!!! • Female roommate mouth. OH in March, 1996. The Exthirties, seeks man who has the arcane
magic needed in a relationship that is to share rent and expenses for up- ecutive Director will play the lead role
arousing on every lr.vel - humorous, stairs two bedroom apartment. Nice, in promoting the Center prior to its
passionate and mosi im,Y.>rlantly, in- safe neighborhood. Non-smoker opening and coordinating and schedtellectual. She has a "wiggle in her preferrtd. Call Beth at 354-6.H 0
uling the eventsduimgthe month-long
walk and a giggle in her talk." And she
Three Bedroom housefor rent. grand opening. Primary responsibililikes me~. No wo~•s lib thin~ here Need 3 occu ants. Call 353-o67 I. ties of this position include the plan- she COJOY5 cooking ana servmg a
p
ning of future theater events and over..........,.....-1 by him . ff , Please
message.
Fl leave
.
.
man and .fieeting.,,.,...._,..,...
you want a friendship that couldlead
.
ex1ble Le~s . Spacious sight of the operational and financial
to the love connection of this millen- Smgle story efficienty and I bed- aspects of the Center. Qualifications
nium. Send a letter to The University room. Priva~, energy efficient, attic required for the position are: graduate
Chronicle, Massie 411, 940 Second storage, ce1hng fans. Queensbury degree in the fine arts or business
administration, eight years or more of
St, Portsmouth, OH. 45662 AITN: Apartments 574-8889
Personal #100
Apartmentforrent-1755 llth related experience with at least three
Womaninthirties,secureinher St. Ground Floor: Newly remod- years in a senior administrative role,
intelligence and beauty desires a man eled, 3 bedrooms and kitchen, $300 and demonstrated superb organizational and communication skil)s. Exwith a dazzling intellect who wants a per month. Call 932-4171
periencein development, fund-raising
superfluous, sexual friendship that will
Employm,~
t
andgrant-writingispreferred.Review
provide both with the feverish
thrashings ofphysicalexi,ressions and
Volunteers Needed at Southern of applications will begin November
sensations of euphoric arousal with Ohio Shelter ran by the Southern 21, 1994 and will continue until the
climax. Age does not matter (remem- Ohio Task Force on Domestic Vio- positionisfilled. Theappointmentdate
ber she is at her sexual peak) as long as lence (614) 456-8217. Great experi- is scheduled forJanuary l , 1995. salyou can keep up. Send letters to The ence for Social Science Majors only ary is commensurate with qualificaUniversity Chronicle, Massie 411, 940 females need inquire.
tions and experience. lntersted appliSecond St., Portsmouth, OH 45662
Shawnee State University is cants should submit a letterofinterest,
ATIN: Personal #101
seeking applicants for two (2) JUN- a resume, and the names and phone
Seeks companionship. Male 21 IOR ACCOUNTANT vacancies. numbers of five references to: Elinda
,seeks companionship of female who These positions are responsible-for a Boyles, Director of Personnel, Shawis interested in not creating a stressful variety of accounting tasks to assist nee State University, 940 Second
relationship. Wantstobeselfandshare
the Controller with the preparation Street, Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.
lifewithsomeone whocanbelovedas
Quality Engineer-Applicantmust
and maintenance of accurate and
they are. AD#OO I
timely financial records, preparation beworkingtowardofdegreeinCADD.
LONELY? CALL ANYTIME
ofreconciliations, analyses ofrecords. Company will work witbschoolsched1-900-945-5500 EXT. 3630 $2.99
ule. Send resume to Mary Spindler,
per min. Must be 18 yrs. Procall Co. and other accounting duties as asBrown
Corporation, 611 W. Second
signed. Requirements are: bachelors·
((i02) 954,7420
Street,
Waverly,
Ohio 45690.
SWF 21 and student, seeks alter- degree with a major in accounting, or
Dental Hygienist- Part time posiequivaleut
accounting
knowledge
native man who is outrageous and is
tion. Send resume to Dr. Chattin, Rt. 1
not afraid of romance; with a 90's gained through a combination of
Box 44-C, Mason, WV 25263. 304coursework
and
directly
applicable
woman, for friendship and possible
long -tenn relationship. Send letter to experience; J year of related experi- 773-5833. FAX 304-773-5222.
Engineering Assistant- ImmediThe U11iversity Chronicle Office, ence; demonstrated effective commuate
opening
for individual capable of
Massie Hall 411, 940 Second Street, nication skills, high-fovel ofinitiative;
inspection,
documentation, under..:
and
evidence
of
the
ability
to
analyze
Portsmouth, OH. ATIN: Personal
data and take action when necessary. standing of geometric tolerances, and
Ad#69.
Exr-erience with personal computers use ofprecision measuring tools. CanOrganiza,!:ion~ ) ar.l~ microsoft spreadsheet applica- didates with machine shop mechanics
Nondenominational Bible tioa~ is preferred. Starting salary range experience is a plus. Associates deStudy. . Students, Faculty, and Staff is :j;;0,854 - 23, 480. INTERESTED gree or similar academic achievement
welcome. For more information con- APPLICANTS should submit.a letter preferred. Must pass vision capability
tact Linda Plummer at 355-2554. of application, resume and names and test. Position is in Waverly. Send reSponsored by SSU Campus Ministry. addresses of three (3) references to: sume to CDI-Columbus, 6100
Looking for folks to play pick-up SHAWNEESTATE rn,nvERSITY, CMnningway Boulevard #701 , Cogames ofstreet hockey on rollerblades. OFFIC""EOFPERSONNEL,940SEC- lumbus, OH 43232. 614-866-1042.
.
Age and experience do not matter. See OND ST., PORTSMOUTH, OH FAX 614-866-1546.
T & I Supervisor/Assistant PrinDr. Tony DzikinBusinessAnnex 133 45662. Review ofapplications begins
November 15, 1994and will continue cipal-This position contains responsior call 355-2326.
The University Chronicle regu- until the position is filled with an bilities for two schools. Dual certificalarly holds staff meetings on Tuesday expected appointment date of Decem- tion as T & I Supervisor and High
ber I, 1994. SSU seeks staff who school Principal or Assistant Principle
at 4:00 P.M. in Massie 41 I.

f
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is desired. Send resume to Richard D.
Edge, Superintendent, Switzerland of
Ohio Local Schools, 304 Mill Street,
Woodsfield, OH 43793.- 614-4725801.
Oeaning Person- Part time position. Detailed cleaning of offices,
houses, etc. Must be able to work
supervised or unsupervised. Needs to
really likethis typeofwcdc. Call Sharon
Montgomery, Helping Hands, South
Portsmouth, KY 606-932-6814.
Coordinator of the American
lntercultural Center- Master's degree preferred, Bachelors degree required, in Education, Psychology, Ethnic Studj.es, Social Services,
Counseling or related field. Three or
more years ofexperience working with
multicultural students in a university
setting preferred. Send letter of application, resume, one page statement of
personal philosophy on the role of a
multicultural center on a public university campus, and the names , addresses and telephone numbers and
three references to Michael Stearney,
Director, Educational Support and
Multicultural Services, University of
WISConsin-Green Bay, SS 1929, 2420
NicoletDrive,GreenBay, WI543117001. 414-465-2032.
Occupational Therapy Assistant- Part time position. Perfofll)s
duties under general supervision and
calls for working knowledge of occupational therapy assistance in order to
assist in implementing and planning of
standard OT treatments, techniques
and activities to develop, improve or
restore function, compensate for dysfunction and/or minimize debilition
for persons with physical handicaps
and/or related emotional problems.
Send resume to Human resources,
Gallipolis Developmental Center,
2500 Ohio Avenue, Gallipolis, OH
45631. 614-446-1642.
Licensed Social Worker- Director of the Social Service Department.
Candidate must be proficient in working with the Ohio MDS Plus system
and all Federal and State long tenn
care regulations. Applicant must possess excellent interpersonal communication skills, proactive public relations, and marketing abilities with a
genuine interest in the well being of
the residents. Send resume with salary
history to Kay Boggs, Administrative
Assistant, Edgewood Manor of Lucasville, P.O. Box 789~. Lucasville,
OH45648.
Psychiatrist-Certification ofpractice medicine per section 4731.13 or
Revised Code, satisfactory completion of residency training program in
psychiatry. ~vides psychiatric ser-

AD RA.TES

vices including evaluation and treatment for inmates referred to the program at the Mansfield Correctional
Institution. Send Application to Ohio
Departinent of Mental Health, 30 E.
BroadStreet,Room 1180, Columbus,
OH 43266-0414.
Loan Officer (A)- Position provides credit and related services to
primarily agricultural customers by
prospecting, selling, analyzing, approving or recommending credit actions and other services. Bachelors
degree in Agriculture, Business or related field; or high school diploma and
six years experience in sales and credit
analysis, withincreasingrcsponsibilities. Send resume to Attn: E-94-22,
FarmCreditServices,P.O.Box34390,
Louisville, KY 40232-4390, or fax to
502-566-3788 Attn: E-94-22.
Need extra Christmas money?
Ring bells for -the Salvation Army.
Flexible hours - Good cause! Call
353-2400 between 9 A.M. and 4 P.M.
and ask for Lt. Hickman.
•••Spring Break*** America's
#1 Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona &Panama! 110%
Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and TRAVEL FREE! Earn
highest commissions! (800) 32-

lRAVEL

Wanted!!!-Individuals, Student
Organizations and small Groups to
Promote SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALL THE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013
Department of Education- Persoimel Department, Room 1012, 65
South Front Street, Columbus, OH
43266-0308. Various teaching positions. Complete listing on file in the
Career Services Office.
National Science Foundation
has several openings. National Science Foundation, Division of Human
Source Management, 420 I Wilson
Boulevard, Room 315, Arlington, VA
22230. Come to the Counseling and
Career Center to see a complete listing.
Alaska Employmjmt- Students
Needed! Fishing industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+permonth.Roomand
board! Transportation! Male or Female. No experience necessary. Call
(206)545-4155 ext A62301
Cruise Ships Now Hiring- Earn
up to $2,000+/month \liOrking on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies. World travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
theCaribbean,etc.).SeasonalandFullTime available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C62301

Various application deadlines. Apply
to Dr. John N. Stitzlein, The Ohio
State University Extension, 2120Fyffe
Road, Columbus.OH 43210-1084.
614/292-6169. Taken from Baldwin
Wallace College Job Bulletin.
General Labor- Magic Center
Car Wash has part time general labor
positions available. Call Trish Howard
at 353-4000 or pick up an application
at Magic Center Car Wash, 1024
Findlay Street, Portsmouth, OH45662.
Utility Auditor 1-Team member
for rate case investigations and studies
relating to depreciation. Completion
ofassociatecoreprogramor12months
experience in related field; I.course or
3 months experience in application of
mathematical, statistical or analytical
methods used in fonnulating and solving problems or in decision making; 3
months training or experience in technical or business writmg; valid driver's
Gunsmithing Tool Room and license. Send resume to David Kirk,
vlachine Maintenance Specialist- Human Resources, 180 East Broad
[his person is responsible for the man- Street, 10th Floor, Columbus, OH.
Mechanical Technician- Sup1gement and operation of the gunmithing tool. room as well as the ports the design and development of
naintenance and repair of machinery new-products according to designated
n the gunsmithing shop areas. This specifications. Build, test, and trouble10Sitionsupports gunsrnithinginstruc- shoot product prototypes. Associate
ionandreports directly to the division degree in Mechanical Techlllology.
:hair. Applicant must have formal Minimum of 5 years experience in
raining in Gunsmithing or Machine productdevelopment Experience with
['rades; knowledge of gunsmithing CAD software, the design of test fixools, machine tool operations and tures and documentation of tests and
elated terminology; ability to com- results. Send resume to Recruitment
nunicate effectively with students, and Selection Managec, Graphic Connstructors and the general public; trols Corporation, P.O. Box 1271,
aiowledge of firearms and firearm Buffalo, NY 14240.
bgulations; ability to perform mainteTelesales Representative- Priance and repair on shop machinery. mary function is to increase sales to
interes~ submit a formal letter of assigned accounts. College degree re~ plication stating compliance with quired; PC expertise required, previhe listing qualifications/duties, a re- ous sales experience mandatory, exume, list of three names and phone cellent communication and
1umbers of work reference to Search organizationskills,andanalyticalabilCommittee, GunsmithingTool Room ity. Send resume to Recruitment and
Ind Machine Maintenance Specialist, Selection Manager, Graphic Controls
['rinidad State Junior College, Cam- Corporation,P.O.Box 1271,Buffalo,
1us Box 3~8. Trinidad, CO 81082.
NY 14240.
Personnel Department- Room
U.S.DepartmentofAgriadture012, 65 South Front Street, Colum- Office of personnel, Mini-Mail, SM-7
,us, OH 43266-0308. Various t.cach- Washington, DC 20250-9600. Varing positions. Complete listing on file ous listed positions. Listing on file in
Ii th · Career Services Office.
the career services office. :
Office of Personnel ManageMartin Marieta Energy Sysnent- 200 West Second Street, Room t.eim, Inc.- continue$ to need the ref07, Dayton, OH 45402. VafrJUs sumes and tr·• nscripts cf students with
iovernment service positions. Listi>1g coursesinn...utematics,physics,chem1n file in the Career Services Oftke. istry, and electrical concepts for cono Obtain federal job info from J. sideratio~ as operators in training. If
ouch-tonf, phone, call 513/225-2720 you are interested, please bring your
r 513/225-2866.
material to thecareercenterforfaxing.
Extemioo Agents- In Indian Lake
Custodial Worker- Intermittent
ydrologic Unit Watershed project- position. Knowledge ofcleaning pracuglaize, Hardin and Logan Coun- tices and procedures; addition and subies; Agriculture and Natural Re- traction. Skill i;i operating instrucources--Drake County ; 4-H/Youth tions; recognizesafetywarnings; stand,
evelopment--Henry and Medma walk or bend continuously; lift up to
• unties; Economic Development-- 50 lbs. frequently. Send resume to
ashington County; Business Plan human resources, Gallipolis Devel~evelopment and Communications-- opmental center, 2500 Ohio Avenue,
lowling Green, OH. Job description, Gallipolis,OH45631.614/446-1642.
:sponsibilities and salary availahi:-;.
Mechanical Designer- Must have

Biologist- Temporary position
.ith the National Science Founclaion. This position provid~s scientific
ssistance to the Program Officers in
11 phases of the proposal review proess; contributes to ad hoc reviewer
1pdate and ·selection by reading proessional journals and reviews in the
ield and working with Program Oficers to expand the reviewer base,
llld doing library rei.earch for the Pro-•
:ram. Applicants must have a baccaaureate degree in ecology or evoluionary science or equivalent
xperience. Some administrative,
[lanagerial orprofessional experience
elated to the position is desirable.
,end resume to National Scienct. f .Junlation, Division of Human Resource
r1anagement, 4201 Wilson Boule•ard, Room 315• Arlington WV
'.2230, Attention: Announcement
-lumber EX 94-41.
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product or trim design experience.
Exposure to plastics, rubber or injection molding is desired. Desired candidate should have experience with
PRO-E and/or Auto-CAD 12. Send
resumetol.T.S.Interconnect, 147W.
Schrock Road, Westerville, OH 43081
SSU studen~ interested in a ca-

reer in journalism should gain valuable experience and college credit by
working forThe University Chronicle;

The University Chromcle

we·are acceptmg applications for all
departments. ContactBillHolmes, UC
Editor, in Massie 411 or call 3552278.
CellularOne-Theoffi.ce ofCounseling and Career services has a listing
of positions available with
CellularOne. If interested, stop in to
review. .
Psych/MR Nurse- requires current license as registered professional

nurse in State of Ohio as issued by
Board of Nursing and Nursing Registration. Provides psychiatric nursing
care to specific inmates who are clients of the Office of Psychiatric services to Corrections at the Allen/Lima
Correctional Institutions. Submit Ohio
Civil Service Application to Ohio DepartmentofMental Health, 30 E. Broad
St., Room 1180, Columbus, OH
43266-0414.

Come in from
the cold!!
Would you like to learn more about :a particular
software program? Faculty in the College of
Business have just what you need.·
OADM 221 Word Processing l (WordPerfect for Windows 6.0)
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
9:30 to 10:50 a.m. or 11:00 a.m. to 12:20 p.m.
OADM 230 Desktop Publishing l (PageMaker 5.01
Wednesday eirening
6:00 to 9:50 p.m.

Winter quarter begins
January 3. Call _(614)
355-2360 or 355-2215 for
more information.

SHAWNEE STATE
UNIVERSITY

PHOTO OF THE WEEK!

This week' photo titled "KODIAC'' was
Wheelersburg, Ohio.
Anyone with any interuting picture can ·1.Jbmit them a.t the UC offic-et 411
MassJe, for selection as a Photo of the Weekl
•

SHAWNEE STATE UNIVERSITY
940 SECOND STREET

PORTSMOUTH, Off 45662-4344

The Uni ersity Chronicle
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Bears take big first win·of Season

By Michelle Marquitz
uc Sports Writer

Shawnee State men·s bru.ketball team played agaim,t Appalachian Bible College at Fairview
High School. This game ended
up in a big win for the P,ears,
probably the highest the B.tar-s
will score this season, the final
score being 139-69. Corey
Allison scored 31 points, Randal-.
Pennington 22, Mike Heltori 17,
Pat Beard 16, Adam Shea 11,
Davis 10, Norman Robinson 14,
Henley 9, Bryan Dyet7, Shane
Bechtel 2.
This game was not :m exciting game because of the lack of
competition. The Bears saved the
excitement for halftime, _when
"Mad" Mike Helton (in all madness)" proposed to his girlfriend
Robin ...... her response, ..yes."

fWO

/MORE!
Sop~omore Pat
Beard gets two
,.for the Bears
-in the "blow

'out" against
Circeville
BiJ;,le College
in last Thurs.day night's
game.
Sbawwnee
de.t eated
Circleville 110
-59.

Photo by Duncan Chnboudy

ACROSS

SSU Men's Basketball Team signs recruit
News Release
Men's basketball coach Jim
Arnzen has announced the signing
of Chad 1a:;sengale in a letter of
intent to piay ba~ketball for the Bears
in the 1995-96 season. Massengale
isthe6'6" and215 lbs. forward from
Franklin-Monroe High School in
Pitsburg, Ohio, and a transfer from
Edison State Community College.
AtFranklin-Monroe,
Massengale was All-Southwestern
Di~trict, a District 9 all-star, and a
Cross-County Conference all-star his
senioryear. He averaged 18.9points
per game and 11.3 rebounds per

· 1

I

t

I

game at Franklin-Monroe.
At Edison State, he played for
coach Larry Leffel and helped lead
Edison to a record of 23-9 this past
season. He averaged 8.1 points per
game for Edison which finished 5th
in the National Junior College Athletic Association Div. II in team
defense. According to coach Leffel,
"Chad Massengale has made treme~dous progress while here at
Edison. His efforts had paid our program huge dividends, we could not
have finishe~ 23-9 without C~ad last
year. Chad will be a fine player for

64.
65.
66.
67.

1. --Vegas
5. Dislike
9. Drunkard
12.
13.
14.
15.
17.

us this year, and we expect great
things from him."
Massengale becomes the third
play.er from Edison State to sign with
Shawnee in the last four seasons, with
former Shawnee player Ryan Hudson
and currerit Shawnee player Adam
Shea being the other two. According
toShawneecoachJimArnzen, '1have
liked die way Chad plays since the first
time! seen him play last season. Edison
State players are well schooled in fundamental basketball: We see a big
future for Chad at Shawnee State University."

i9.
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Pismire
Section
Boston party beverqe
Nearsiahtedness
Bar
Rent
Damaae
Assist
Black street substance
Bird's home
Pertalnina to punishment
Rodent .
Row
Page (abbr.)

-DOWN
1. To escape (slana)
2.Some
3. Taken
4. Largest continent
5. Blow up
6. Hello
7. Fall month (abbr.)
8. Paper measurement
9. Sound system
10. Over (poetic)
11. Summer
16. Flower part
18. Recreational vehicle
20. Auricle
22. Fruit
23. Start
25. Male sheep
27. Soft cloth
28. Borders
30. Showed the way
•32. Spasmodk mWJClar conlrac•
tlon
36. Rap

Lease

Gov. aaency (abbr.)
ntanlum symbol
u,nru!h
Beaver construction
Assert
46 • .Jealousy
48. Kettle
50. Cans
51. Promise to repay
53. Skin o,euinp
55. Part of hour
SI. Coane cloth
61. Bow shaped
62. Slackens

Phi Theta Kappa

Look
Born
Lona-legged w'ljlina bird
Ocean

38.C..
41. Exhibit
43. Atlas
45. Passaaeways
47. Not me
49. Peace prize
52. Utah Indians
54. Corrode
55. Male

.

~ O ARE WE?
.
.
International Honor Society, world known for its comnntment
to academic excellence.
WHAT PTK CAN DO FOR YOU!!!!

56. Anaer

57. Consume
59. \'es vote

60. Green Yegetable .
63. \'es (Spllllisll)

Provide the member:

1.) a challenge to maintain a G.P.A. of 3.5
2.) access to scholarships
3.) access to leadership training
4.) fellowship in an organization that commands respect from the community
5.) ability to meet students with the- same academic aspirations

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR PTK!!!!

1.) ENROLL AS A MEMBER-office hrs. are: Mon. 11-12:00, Wed. 11-1:00 & 6-7:00,
Thur. 12-2:00
.
2.) DISPLAY & PROMOTE PTK TO YOUR FRIENDS AND ~TUDENTS
3.) SERVE 20 _H RS. IN THE COMMUNITY YOUR 1ST YR.
4.) BE ACTIVE IN PTK & EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS

IS THERE NOTHIN
IN YOUR LIFE TO

___- - - - -

-- --Lt G CE TE

SMILE AB.OUT?

.__

THE COU
flR

T

FU OR

II

l

B 11D1 G

355-2213 or 355-2539

